www.insuringwomensfutures.co.uk

Insuring Women’s Futures (IWF) is a programme established by the Chartered Insurance Institute
(CII), aimed at promoting and enhancing the insurance industry’s role in relation to women and risk.
IWF is working with the profession and with experts from health, consumer interest, regulators,
trade bodies and other interest groups to develop a clearer understanding of the risks that women
face in life, so that we can better respond to those needs.
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Example (From now on I’m going to...)

Call to action – Gender inequality affects us
all. Raise awareness, encourage others to
promote and become involved in developing
a more gender-balanced environment.

Personal Life

I’m going to... Take my teenage son and daughter to the Women of
the World and Being a Man Festivals next year.

Wider Society

I’m going to... Offer to go into my son’s school to talk about gender
equality and how it affects people’s risks in life.

Business Life

I’m going to... Set up a gender parity network for men in my workplace, to
provide information on gender matters and a forum to discuss issues and
how we can play a part in moving the dial.

Personal Life

I’m going to... Make a point of talking to my male and female friends
and family about gender parity, and to encourage them to learn and
support each other to improve the situation.

Wider Society

I’m going to… Use my professional skills to give time to a charity that
supports women, like UN women in the UK.

Business Life

I’m going to... Join my firm’s Women’s Network as an ally and
encourage other men to do the same.

Personal Life

I’m going to... Make sure I don’t lapse into ‘mansplaining’.

Wider Society

I’m going to… Ensure when I meet new people that I don’t allow
unconscious gender perceptions to dominate how I relate to them.

Business Life

I’m going to... Make sure I and my team have an unconscious bias
training session.

Personal Life

I’m going to... Make sure that I better support my wife to meet her
work commitments and encourage her to become more involved with
inclusivity at her work.

Wider Society

I’m going to... Make a point of chatting to the two single parents of
my son’s football team, to see if the training and match schedule I
draw up is problematical and offer to help with pick ups.

Business Life

I’m going to… Make sure both men and women are involved in
planning our client and office entertainment activities.

Play your part – Men often feel they have to
sacrifice home-life for career, whilst women
generally hold the opposite view. Make
positive choices to play your part.

Personal Life

I’m going to... Take my children to school one morning a week to ease
the pressure on my wife, and make sure I leave the office at 4pm once
a week to collect my daughter from gym club.

Role model at home – Gender stereotyping
begins at birth. Find ways to create a
home environment that promotes equal
opportunity for all.

Personal Life

I’m going to... Ensure that my mother is involved in discussions with
my parents IFA in planning her and my father’s financial affairs and
ensure they are equally protected. I am also going to encourage my
daughter to be more confident in STEM subjects.

Rise to the challenge – Do your bit to
make gender diversity a priority: equal
representation with equal access
to opportunity.

Personal Life

I’m going to... Make sure that I do not stereotype at home and that my
son and daughter have equal and balanced roles.

Wider Society

I’m going to... Talk to female friends and family to better understand
the risks and challenges they face, their experience, needs and
expectations of insurance so that I can highlight opportunities for the
insurance profession to support women better through its products,
services and guidance.

Business Life

I’m going to... Make sure any product development activities in my
area have input from both men and women.

Spread the word – Proactively discuss
gender issues and opportunities, share
what it means to you, invite views to bring
about collaborative change.

Women at Risk
Partnering with women’s organisations to gain a better understanding of the risks women face in all walks of life.

Women as Risk

Hold up the mirror – Research shows
that the unconscious brain dominates
decision-making. Challenge your instinctive
reactions and act to remove bias from
your behaviour.

Working with the insurance profession to develop new and improved forms of protection that address women’s
risks and recognising women’s needs and preferences as buyers of insurance.

Women in Risk
Facilitating an improved gender balance in the insurance profession, recognising the value women can bring to
business and making it more attractive to female talent.

Acknowledge potential blind spots
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Call on more voices

What is Insuring Women’s Futures?

Think before you act – Does the regular
team meeting, or client entertainment
activity really need to take place after the
working day, or at the rugby or the bar?
Stand in others’ shoes and consider the
consequences of your decisions
on inclusivity.

HeForShe is a global movement created by UN Women to drive awareness and engagement in gender equality. HeForShe invites people
everywhere to come together as equal partners to craft a shared vision of a gender equal world and implement specific, locally relevant
solutions for the good of all of humanity. HeForShe is about making commitments to help empower women and create a more equal world.
The insurance profession has a part to play in addressing the comparative lack of protection women have.
Insuring Women's Futures is leading a HeForShe campaign to encourage the insurance profession to engage in a conversation about what
we can all do to empower women and men to manage their risks in personal life, business life and in wider society.

Live equality at home

How to make your HeForShe commitment

Making a commitment to HeForShe is about personally resolving to do something positive in support of gender equality. It should be
personal to you – not something you’re committing your employer or any other organisation to do, and it should ideally touch on one of the
five categories overleaf. Your commitment could be about something you plan to do at work, at home, or in wider society. We’ve included
some examples in this leaflet, which might be useful inspiration (or adopt one directly if it already works for you).

Once you have decided on your commitment, go to
www.insuringwomensfutures.co.uk/heforshe/
to post your commitment and inspire your peers to follow suit.

Open Doors

Why is Insuring Women’s Futures launching a HeForShe campaign
for the insurance profession?

Open Doors
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Example (From now on I’m going to...)

Raise your hand – Seek out diverse
individuals and if none are available, ask
how you can help change that.

Personal Life

I’m going to… Make a point of talking to women at my tennis club.

Wider Society

I’m going to... Encourage more girls to join the school rugby team I
coach.

Business Life

I’m going to... Sponsor and reverse mentor women and men in my
organisation to get a better understanding of how I can role model and
lead change to make our culture more gender inclusive.

Personal Life

I’m going to… Make an effort to grow a more gender balanced
friendship circle by getting to know new people at the local tennis club
and attending some social events.

Wider Society

Our new and elderly neighbour is a widow; I know she loves football
but is not confident to go and watch a match alone…I am going to make
a point of taking her to a match and seeking out some supporters who
will make her feel welcome to go more regularly.

Business Life

I am going to... Volunteer to mentor a young woman in her career and
encourage my staff to ensure they have a balanced network.

Personal Life

I’m going to... Talk regularly with, and coach, my son on the importance
of gender equality so that he grows up treating women respectfully and
as equals.

Wider Society

I’m going to… Make sure that in my role as Governor of an adult
education college, I raise the topic of gender equality with the
Governing Body and consider how we are addressing this in
college life.

Business Life

I’m going to... Encourage other men in the profession to make a
HeForShe commitment.

Grow your network – Create new contacts,
develop a gender-balanced network,
become an ally.

Challenge double standards

Walk the talk – Equality needs champions,
act on your values, stand up, be a leader
and a role model, and make a difference.

Be real – Masculinity doesn’t mean
ignoring your feelings. It takes strength to
speak up when you’re dealing with difficult
emotions – and to help others deal with
them, too.

Pitch in – Not all men want to do all the
talking. Not all women want to take notes.
Rotate responsibilities for common tasks
and make sure everyone has a chance to
pitch in.

Personal Life

I’m going to… Make an effort to acknowledge and show my feelings
more freely and encourage my friends and family to do the same.

Wider Society

I’m going to… Make sure I act with sensitivity and understanding when
I experience emotional situations and vulnerable people.

Business Life

I’m going to... Make an effort to bring my whole self to work, to
show who I am, my hobbies, interests, and personal challenges and
encourage others to do the same.

Personal Life

I'm going to... Make sure that I play an active and equal role with my
girlfriend in our domestic life.

Wider Society

I’m going to... Check myself when allocating tasks at the charity I am a
Patron of, to ensure I do so in a balanced and equal manner.

Business Life

I’m going to... Make sure the ‘usual suspects’ don’t do all the talking in
team meetings.
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